have been known to die quite suddenly, probably either from odema of the opposite lung, leaving them without any available air space, or perhaps from some mechanical interference with the heart or great vessels. If the respiration or the circulation be already embarrassed by disease of the lungs or heart, it is manifest that the addition of a comparatively small effusion may precipitate the onset of dangerous symptoms. The remote effects of pleural effusion may be little less disastrous. A lung that has been largely compressed for a considerable time adapts itself to its altered surroundings, shrinking to the back of the chest, and often becoming bound down by the formation of fibrous tissue on its surface. Consequently it is never able to expand again,, and is so far useless for breathing purposes.
It thus appears that the first aim in the treatment of this condition is the removal of the fluid as speedily as is consistent with the safety and comfort of the patient. 
